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Constitutional Law Scholar Finds Home At U.B. Law
by Jim Provenza.no ·
With a burst of energy; Pro
fessor Alan Freeman whips off
his plaid fl<1nnel shirt and fl
ings it to the side of the
classroom . He straigthens his
now-exposed red tee-shirt,
leans against the blackboard
and tells a joke. He is now
· ready to teach.
For the next 75 minutes, the
energy does not dissipate as
Professor Freeman rips into the
heart of Constitutional Law ex
posing not only lts traditional
aspects , but introducing
radical approaches and no
tions as well. The class is
caught up in the sweeping cur- '
rent generated by his
dynamism and many students
find this flamboyant approach
to legal instruction, a far cry
from the more traditional
methods, a welcome addition
to the well-balanced program
of studies at U.B. Law School.

multi-dimensional stu,dents
which reflects the divers.ity of
New York state. There is a hap
py balance of big city and
• small town philosophies which
challenges the reach.es of law.
This, according to Professor
Freeman, creates the best en
vironment for teaching,
scholarly research, and
hopefully, for the application
of his radical critique ap
proach .
Professor Freeman bring~ a
wide range of experiences w .th
. h\m to U.B. He clerked for a
Federal judge in the Southern
District of New York, worked
in the Pentagon as an Attorney
Photo by Lee Berger
Advisor for the Air Force
(thereby avoiding · the draft),
PrQi. Freeman in his famous red t-shirt.
and has taught at the Universi
ty of Minnesota Law School.
'I'm excited about being
He attributes this to a These experiences, he explains,
here," says Professor 'Freeman. diverse and intellectually well have been most radicalizing.
"Of all th~ law schools, this is rounded faculty, and to what Seeing from the inside how
the most interesting place to he calls the "New York-type American institutions work has
be."
student body," the corps of enabled Professor Freeman to

• 1n1on

critically examine them .
His interests include Civil
Rights and Anti-Discrimination
Law, Land Use and Property
Rights. He has written .much in
these areas, and has a book
review and an essay being
published in upcoming issues
of the Yale Law Journal. Cur
rently, he is teaching Constitu
tional Law I and Property I to
Section 2 of the first year class,
and a seminar on the History
of the Civil Rights Movement.
Next semester, Professor
Freeman plans a seminar on
Law and Marxism .
Outside of school, Professor
Freeman enjoys the easy living
of Western New York. He likes
to spend time outdoors gardening, walking or raising a
few animals . He loves to cook,
often trying varied ethnic
dishes such as Italian and East
Asian delights. He also enjoys
tennis, bowling, and suppor
ting local barkeepers .
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Admin-i_stration Announces New Associate Dean
by Wendy Anne Cohen
A wonderful thing/ love dearly
was reported through an in
termediarv- Two students were
talking and one student says,
" You know, Schlegel's going to
be . the new Associate Dean.,,
The other says, " Oh, come on,
nobody can do that to us."
- Professor John Schlegel sums
up student reaction to his ap
pointment.
"I'm/looking forward to the
job ia a bizzare way,"
reflected Professor John
Schlegel, who will become
Associate ~Dean of the law
school on January 1.
Schlegel was appointed
Associate Dean late last April,
after several weeks 9f negotia
tions with Dean Thomas
Headrick. "One never searches
for an associate dean,"
Schlegel said, adding, "In an
organization this small, it's
who can we stick ." By using
the term "stick," however,
Schlegel does not intend to ·im
ply a question of drudgery,
"but if you held an election,
there'd be no candidates ."
When Schlegel moves into
the third floor associate dean's
office tliis January, he'll be tak
ing over a job previously divid
ed among several other faculty
members. Dean Headrick ex
plained that when former
Associate Dean William
Griener moved on last fall, the
associate . dean's job was
shared by Barry Boyer and
Vi(ginia Leary. When Boyer
became sole director of the
Baldy Center for Law and
Social Policy, and Leary made

plans to go on sabbatical "it
made sense to appoint one per
son to pick up the respon
sibii ities, and replace the
split," the Dean noted.
As Associate Dean, Schlegel
will be involved in curriculum
matters through his work with
the Academic Policy and Pro
gram Committee, and student
scholastic affairs through the
Committee on Standards and
Standing. "All the student peti
.tion stuff crawls across your
desk," he commented .
An ·important aspect of his
new position will be "broker
ing courses," among the facul
ty, Schlegel believes. "I'll be
the guy who walks across the
hall yelling 'I need teachers for
Contracts'," he said .
"The job used to include
dogging the admi·ssions com
mittee," Schlegel stated, but
this aspect of the job will be
handled in the future by a
director of admissions. He ex
pects the law school to hire a
director of admissions by the
first of the y.ear. (Previously, Q : Is He Not Dean? A: He is John Schlegel.
admissions have been handled
by the registrar, but as me myself."
Schlegels have two children,
Schlegel points out, "that's too
Adding to the demands on Elizabeth, six, and Steven, one.
much paper work -for him.")
Schlegel's time is his work with They also have one cat, Mun
A graduate of the University the Faculty Appointments chen, whose name was in
of Chicago Law School, Committee, which he will chair spired by the Munchkins who
Schlegel began teach1ng at UB until April. "It's going to be ut populate Emerald City.
in 1973. He was a member of ter chaos for three months," he · "I am told that I'm quite ter
the Chicago Law Review, a commented . He concluded rifying in class. This has always
teaching fellow at Stanford, _ that ultimately "my tolerance surprised me. Bring afraid of
and an attorney with the Legal for the ·job will turn on how it Schlegel is like being afriad of
·
Aid Society of Chicago . fits ln with my family."
the Wizard of Oz ." Schlegel
Professor and Mrs. Schlegel, senses that there is an "im
Schlegel'~ main area of
research is American legal a professional musician, share plausibility," about his ap
realism. "Why did I ·d o jt (take child care responsibilities. "I pointment, but concedes
the job) knowing that it will cut work while she takes care of "Whether or not it's implausi
into my time for scholarship? the kids, and she works while I ble, my lung power won't help
That I don't know. It puzzles take care of the kids." The you make that choice."

Schlegel believes that he
and Dean Headrick share a
basically similar academic
philosophy . Where they differ,
he thinks, is in style: " It's a
matter of a tendency to dig my
heels in harder than he does .
He may decide something is
not worth fighting for that I
would fight for. It's more a dif
ference of personality." Com
ments Dean Headrick: " We do
share some considerable reser
vations about the efficacy ot
traditional legal education ,
but I' m not sure we always
agree on what to put in its
place ." He added, however, " I
don' t think it's important that
we agree on every educational
philosophy. I wouldn' t want
people around me who always
agreed with me; that does not
make for a healthy administra
tion .
In the classroom, Schlegel
trys to impart to his students
the importance of thinking for
themselves . "One teaches the
way one is. I don't know why . I
don't suffer fools, gladly or
otherwise. The half-life of rules
is short, the half-life of
understanding the system, how
it works in act, is relatively
longer," he added.
Schlegel plans to keep
relatively regular office hours
when he moves into 318
O'Brian in January. "My suspi
cion is that it will be fun. I like
dealing with students," he con
cluded.
As Cleo Jubalis, Dean
Headrick's secretary who will
be working in close proximity
to the new associate dean,
commented, "It certainly
won't be quiet around here:"
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Editorial

Off The-Undergrads
The Sears law school library has recently become
overrun by hordes of undergraduates. These baby
faced Lolita's and Lance' s have taken over the best
carrels and seating spots on the first and second
floors of the library
These callow youths strew their unwanted copies
of Alternative Press, The Current, and other low-brow
undergraduate publications about the library. They
speak constantly, noisily, and senselessly about the
library. They crowd valuable table space with tomes
on such meaningless subjects as Physical Therapy,
Mechanical Engineering, and Sociology. They caper
about the study areas, distracting hard working law
students . One law student, when asked whether he
considered undergraduate usage of the law library
disruptive, responded "Do porcupines piss on flat
rocks? "
Law school is a trying enough experience without
having to compete for st,udy space with urchins just
barely out of nappies . The situation has gotten so
bad that to paraphase Mick Jagger, "It -can make a
grown law student cry ."
A number of solutions to this nagging problem
come to mind . There is first, and perhaps the most
appealing, the self-help solution . This would involve
walking up to one of the offending persons, gently
grabbing him or her by the scruff of their neck, and
quretly but convincingly advising them to depart
from the confines of the library. By its absence of any
bureaucratic interposition, this approach should be
very attractive to Reaganites .
Secondly, an I.D. check might be instituted . All
non-graduate students would be summarily turned
away from the Sears Library portal. So as not to deny
procedural due process, spurned undergraduates
would be granted an informal hearing before a court
of second and third-year law students . Members of
this tribunal would be required to have taken ad
ministrative law.
The third solution, and what we call the passive
restraint system, would be the posting i;>f cautionary
signs at the entrance of the Sears Library. Suggested
wording for such a notice might be "Achtung!
Untergraduates Verboten." A graphic of a skull and
crossbones might be added for effect.
This list of corrective measures to the aforemen
tion~d problem is not an exhaustive one . The Opi
nion would like to hear from its readership on this
matter.

Reagan's PolicieS Defended
tions, Reagan still can't be ac
cused of lying, for as every
This is in response to last school child knows, the tax
week's "commentary" by Marc cuts extend across all income
Ganz entitled "President Call categories .
2. But Mr. Ganz pressed the
ed Reactionary."
To paraphrase what William point: "(The President) has cut
Buckley once said of Eleanor tax rates for his friends." If this
Roosevelt, following Mr . is the case, Mr. Reagan should
Ganz's thoughts in search of ir rejoice, for he h_gs a lot of
rationality is like following a friends - the tens of millions
burning fuse in search of an ex whose taxes are in fact reduc
plosion; one need not wait-Very ed under the Economic
long. Mr. Ganz's remarks Recovery Act.
3. Mr. Ganz charges that the
represent a toxic stew of invec
tive half-truths, misinterpreta President "has destroyed, via
tions, and misrepresentations. budget cuts, the infrastructure
A point by point refutation of that enforced· the civil rights
his 'arguments' is probably in laws throughout the nation." I
order. However, that would get thought the courts and pro
rather tedious, so I have secutors (untouched by the
chosen to address only a budget cuts) were largely
choice selection of his responsible for enforcin·g civil
assorted ravings.
rights laws. Perhaps Mr. Ganz
1 . Mr.
Ganz
recalls learned something in Constitu
"laughing" during last fall's tional Law I didn't.
campaign when President
4. Concerning Mr. Reagan
Reagan promised to reduce personally, Mr. ·canz asserts :
taxes for the wealthy . Just four " his militaristic, aristocratic
short sentences later, the Presi style may prove to be too
dent is chided for having lied powerful for Bonzo's keeper.
to the American public insofar [??]" I cannot begin to fathom
as he has not "sliced the mid what this passage is supposed
dle class tax rates ." Now, Mr. to mean. It should be observ
Ganz cannot have it both ed, however, that it reveals Mr.
ways . Either the President pro Ganz's penchant for not-so
mised tax reductions for the chic leftist sloganeering .
middle class or he did not. If, Come, Mr. Ganz, you can do
as Mr. Ganz maintains, Reagan better than that! Whatever
promised tax cuts only for the happened to "running dog im
rich, he can't be accused of ly peria I ist" and "capitalist
ing to the middle class . If, on swine?" Moreover, it is really
the ohter hand, he did promise unfair of Mr. Ganz to drag
across the board tax reduc- poor Bonzo into this. The poor
To the Editor:

chimp . has been slandered
enough the past year. (Bonzo, I
suspect, could have written a
more incisive critique of
public policy than most of
those appearing in the Opi
nion).
I could go on and on, ·but
enough has been said to
demonstrate the nature of Mr.
Ganz's attacks on the Presi
dent. Reasonable men may, of
course, differ on the wisdom of
the administration's program .
While I support the tax and
budget cuts and the ad
ministration position on a
variety of social issues, I
acknowledge that intelligent
criticism is always in order in a
republic. That is not, however,
what Mr. Ganz provides. His
response represents the typical
radical cliche-ridden, kneejerk
response to anyone who dares
to differ with the left's version
of utopia.
Robert A. Klumpf

Human Rights Colloquium Schedule
The !'acuity ot Law at the State University ot
New York at Buffalo will sponsor a Interna
tional Human Rights Law and Policy Collo
quium on October 30 and 31 at John Lord
O'Brian Hall on the Amherst Campus . The
following is a schedule ot sessions:

David l'ilvarott, University ot Texa s !'acuity ot
Law
Michael Posner, Executive Director, Lawyers
Committee tor International Human Right s.
New York
Steven Schneebaum, Patton, Boggs & Blow ,
Washington, D .C.

Friday, October 30

9:30 a.m.
Key-Note Address: "International H_uman Rights: Past and Future Failures and Accomplishments"
Thomas · Buergenthal, Dean , School ot Law,
American University; Judge, Inter-American
Court ot Human Rights
11:00 a.m.
Panel: Human Rights and
Foreign Policy: Divergent Views
David Sidorsky , Philosophy Department, Col
umbia University
Albert Michaeles , History Department ,
SUNYAB
H. Ramcharan , Human Rights Division, United
Nations, Geneva

2:30 p.m.

Workshops: Panel Presentations

(1) Limiting U.S. Military and Economic Aid on
Human Rights Grounds
David Weissbrodt, University ot Minnesota
Law School
Amy Young-Anawaty, Executive Director, lnter
nat ional Human Rights Law Group ,
Washington. D.C.
"-..,,.....
Hurst Hannum , Executive Director, The Pro
cedural Aspects ot International Law Institute,
Washington . D.C.
(2) The Impact of Human Rights Law on U.S.
Domestic Law

4:15 p.m.
"A Look at Reagan's Human
Rights Policy"
Patricia Derian, Washington , D .C. , formerly
Assistant Secretary ot State tor Human Rights
and Humanitarian Affairs .

5:30 p.m.

Wine & Cheese
Saturday, October 31

9:30 a.m.
Panel: "Perspectives on Human
Rights - Europe and North America"
" The Canadian Perspective" - John Claydon ,
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario
" The European Conventi·on ot Human
Rights " - Marc Bossuyt , University ot Antwerp,
Belguim
·
" The U .S. and Southern African Human Rights
Issues " - Coler Butcher, Howard University,
Washington, D .C.
11:15 a.m.
Panel: Third World Perspectives
on Human Rights
" A T h i rd W o r I d V i e w o n H u m a' n
Rights" -Radhika Coomeraswamy , Sri Lanka
"Humiln Rights and Development" - Ronald
Meltzer , Political Science Department ,
SUNYAB
"Indigenous Peoples and International Human
Rights Law" - Howard Berman, Faculty o f

Law, SUNYAB

'o pinion Election for Feature Editor: 3:45 p.m. Thurs., Rm. 724
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Dean And Others Credited With Saving SUSTA
1

by Marc Ganz
There are various tales that
may be told concerning who
saved SUSTA from the
budgeteer's ax in the spring of
1981 . One story is that
students rebelled when faced
with the loss of their financial
aid .
But this is far from the truth .
In fact the restoration of the
Law School's financial aid
package ·resulted from the
thankless work of Dean
Thomas Headrick, and from
external factors relating to
undergraduate students . It was
basically Headrick's campaign .
He made the phone calls,
wrote the letters and enlisted
the aid of local legislators.
There is a short yet intense
history to relate here . In
January, 1981, Governor Hugh
Carey delivered his executive
budget proposal to the New
York State Legislature. The
State University of New York,
of which this law school is a
part, had asked for money for
the law school SUSTA pro
gram. SUSTA, the State Univer
sity Supplemental Tuition
Assistance Program, is ear
marked for those eligible for
maximum financial aid under
the Tuition Assistance Program
(TAP). Over one-third of the
law students attending U.B.law
school receive maximum TAP
and Sl:1STA financial aid.
It would therefore seem con
ceivable that a siz'eable
percentage of the student
body would rally - behind a
campaign to save SU STA.· Au
contraire. The student body
didn't seem to care about even
their own self-interest. With

the exception of SBA President
William Altreuter and a few
students, notably Sherwin
Suss, there was little concern
over the possible loss of the
law school's financial aid program . When asked to write letters or cail legislators, students
turned and went away. In
short, they couldn't care less.
Dean Headrick felt differently though . The law
school
Dean's
basic
philosophy was that the law
school, as a part of the State
University of New York, had a
mission to provide quality
legal education to all qualifying students, regard.less of
financial need. This mission
would ultimately be destroyed
if the SUSTA program was
eliminated . Dean Headrick
therefore planned a campaign
to save SUSTA.
Headrick turned to allies in
the State Legislature for help,
and also relied on friends of
the law school elsewhere. According to Dean Headrick, the
Assembly played the activist
role in saving SUSTA funding .
Headrick enlisted the aid of
William Hoyt (D. - Buffalo),
Arthur Eve (D. - Buffalo) and
John Sheffer (R .-Williamsville). Hoyt was most active, as
he lobbied Assembly Higher
Education Chairman Mark
Siegel (D. - New York City) suecessfully .
Perhaps unknown to Hoyt
and Headrick was that there
were those in Albany also interested in SUSTA's survival.
Steven A'llinger, a key aide to
Siegel, stressed that the SUSTA
program benefitted many
minority students in SUNY
undergraduate schools in argu-

,:_,,~
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Dean Heitdrick rnnws th rough ,tg,iin.
ing for SUSTA funding . In addition, the Student Association
of the State University (SASU)
made SUSTA their number one
budget priority for 1981
legislative session .
Members of the Black and
Puerto Rican Caucus also lobbied for continuation of the
SUSTA program , again arguing
that the loss of SUSTA would
hurt ·
many
minority
undergraduate students .
Assemblyman Arthur Eve.
alumni members Rose Sconiers
and Hugh Scott and Governor
Carey's regional representative

Dan Workman all assisted efforts to save SUSTA . In addition, the Black American Law
Student Association (BALSA)
urged Eve and other legislators
to support SUSTA funding.
Headrick also asked other
alumni members active in the
alunini association to write letters or call friendly legislators.
Next, the Dean asked U.B.
President Robert Ketter to
make SUSTA funding a part ot
his legislative agenda . Ketter
wrote legislators in support of
SUSTA and wa s generally
helpful to law school 's efforts
in this area .

In the State Senate, the
Dean asked Walter Floss
(R .-Amherst), Dale Volker
·cR . - Depew) and Majority
Counsel Sal Martoche for
assistance. Yet the action
centered in the State
Assembly, where Assemblymen Hoyt, Eve and Sheffer
combined to successfully push
for the law school's financial ·
aid package.
Dean Headrick credits a
number of factors for SUSTA's
inclusion in the state budget.
He said that "somebody was
getting to legislators." The
Dean credits the Black and
Puerto Rican Caucus, and
Assemblymen Hoyt,' Eve and
Sheffer for leading the SUSTA
fight. He warned though that
the fight was not over and that
there may even be another attempt to slash SUSTA in the
next budget.
One important party ignored
us. SUNY Chancellor Clifton
Wharton chose to tell Dean
Headrick, in a late evening
telephone plea, to "go it
alone ." The resources of
SUNY. including lobbyists.
were too busy arguing for a tui
tion increase to worry about
financial aid for law students .
There are lessons to be
learned in looking back at the
fight to save SUSTA. Law
students should thank_ Dean
Headrick and the legislators
who helped find funding for
the SUSTA program . Mostly
though, law students should ·
look out for their own interests
a little more. Next year's battle
may be fierce, and it may t;ike
more than a committed Dran
and friendly legislators to win
the thankl ess battle.

Commencement To Be At Statler
by R.W. Peters

held in the years
seats3500 souls .

It has tentatively been
decided the commencement
ceremony for the SUNY/AB
Law School Class of '82 will be
held in the Grand Ballroom of
the Statler Building . The
Statler, a large .building given
over primarily to office suites,
is located on Delaware Avenue
in downtown Buffalo.
The
Grand
6,allroom
reportedly has a capacity of
1500 persons. Kleinhans Music
Hall, where the event has been

Registrar Charles Wa)lin .

pa st .

Kleinhan s is unavailable for
this year's senior class . The UB
Dental School got the jump on
the Commencement Commit
tee and secured the use of the
hall the appropriate Sunday
following the end of finals .
Kleinhans was available
Sunday morning and Saturday
afternoon and evening during
"graduation weekend" but the
idea of holding commence
ment at these times was nixed

by Dea n Thomas Headrick,
c iting poss ible problems aris
ing out of religious beliefs of
faculty and students .
A cocktail party is planned
the Saturday night prior to the
co mmencement ceremony .
The site of thi s gala is as of yet
unsettled . A formal dance is
also planned.
All those interested in help·
ing the Commencement Com
mittee should contact Sherwin
Suss. Jay Flatow, or Rich
Agnello.

Freshman Class Profiled
by R.W. Peters
The University of Buffalo
Law School class of '84
numbers 272 persons. This .
would make it a medium-sized
class when compared to
previous enrollments.
A gender-based breakdown
of this total enrollment figure
allows for 108 women and 164
men. This would indicate the
entering class is 61 % men and
39% women .
Minority students total
twenty-one in number. This
wou Id
include
Black·s,
Hispanics, Asians, and those of
Arabic descent. Of these
twenty-one, twelve are women.

Mr. Charles Wallin, Registrar
at this institution, st'ates 1685
applications for admission
were received . The median
LSAT score was 636, and the
median GPA was 3.4. .
·
The vast majority of UB Law
students, as might be ex
pected, hail from New York
State. 146 persons identify
themselves as Western New
Yorkers, while 113 fall within
the Downstate-Southern Tier
Northland pastiche. Only thir
teen enrollees claim residence
out of state.
Other information as to the
compositiC?n of the freshman
class is currently being compil
ed : this data will be released
upon the Opinion's receipt.

Law School/Med School

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Live Music - Dancing
All You Can Drink

S1.00 Admission
Saturday, October 31, 1981
Talbert Hall Bullpen
....
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The Ins And Outs Of
The Tenure Process
'

by

Diane Duffy

Not all trials occur in the
courtroom. In many real life
situations, you are called upon
to prove your personal worth
and ability before an
assemblage of your peers. The
process of receiving ·tenure at
the law school in many ...ways
resembles a trial with its long
waits, burdens of proof, and its
uncertainity of outcome .
For the 1981-1982 academic
semester, there are two pro
fess ors up for tenure con
sideration. Fred Konefsky and
Phil Halpern. There are also

A

Last ftBr,

BAR/BRI offers the maximum
scheduling flexibility of any New Yortl
course. In Midtown Manhattan, only
BAR I BRI has consistently offered two live
sess1ons(morrnng and evening) during
the summer course. Atternoon videotape
replays are available. In our larger locations
outside Manhattan , we offer videotape
instead of audiotape.

W

more than

1',000
studying lor the
New York Bar Exam
took BAR/BRL

A
W

BAR/BRI provides updates ahd
class hypolheticals. These handouts
. save valuable study time and minimize the
note taking necessary in a BAR / SRI
lecture.

A
W

BAR/BRI offers a special CPLR
course taught by Prof. Irving Younger.
This program is in addition, to the regular
CPLR lectures contained in the winter and
summer courses.

Far more than all other bar
( review courses combined.

A
W

Q & A Clinic. An exclusive BAR/BRI
program offering lndlvidualfied ' ' .·
answers to substantive.questions.
Students who are unable to ask questions
directly of our lecturers may send their
questions in writing to: Editorial Director.
BAR1BRI Bar Review . A written response
will be retu rned . There is no additional
charge for th is program.

A
W

BAR/BRI offers a special "Take 2
Bar Exams"'" program. This program
allows students to be admitted to the New
York Bar and another Multistate Bar.

-

BAR/BRI offers a free transfer policy.
If a student signs up for New York, does
not mark his or her books and elects to
take another state bar instead, all monies
paid will be transferred to the BAA I SRI
course In that state

I

Locations already guaranteed
videotape for Summer 1982 include:
Albany. BostonICambridge area . Buffalo,
Hempstead . Ithaca. NYU Cardozo area,
Queens County. Syracuse. Washington
DC and Westchester Cou nty

TheV dil • becaUSe:
A
W

BAR/BRI has had a consistently
high pass percentage. At most maIor law
schools last year. students taking BAR BRI
passed the New York Bar Exam on the
ftrst try with a percentage ,n the 90s and
high 80s

A
W

A

BAR/BRI offers written summaries of
Wall the law tested on the New York Bar
Exam-both local law and MuHistate
law. Students learn the substantive law
before go,ng to class Class t,me ,s spent
focusing on New York Bar Exam1nat1on
problems. on hypothet,cals and on the
substantive areas most likely to be tested
on the exam .

A
W

OOrut,n

W

Prof Richa rd Conv1ser . BAR BR\ Staff
Prof Richard Harbus. New York Law
Prof Stanley Johanson. U of Texas Law
Prof Gary Kelder. Syracuse Law
Hon Rex Lee . Solic itor General of the U.S.
Dean Joseph McLaughlin. Fordham Law
Prof John Moye. BAR BAI Staff
Prof John Nowak. u of II\ino,s Law
Prot A lan Resrnck . Hofst(a Law
Prof Faust Ross, . Cornell Law
Prof Robert Scott. U of V1rg1n1a Law
Prof Michael Spak. BAR 'SRI Staff
Prof W1ll1am Watkins . Albany Law
Prof Charles Whitebread . BAR SRI Staff
Prof Irving Younger. Pract1c1ng Lawyer

BAR/BRI has an unparalleled testing
program-for both the Mult1state and
New York local portions The testing
will include hundreds of Mult1state and
New York local multiple-cho,ce questions.
and local New York essays.
Included are questions to be done at
home and questions done In class under
simulated bar exam conditions.
Selected Mult1state questions will be
computer-graded. and selected essays will
be individually graded and critiqued by
New York attorneys.
4111 <;aventh Aven,.,e

BAR/BRI professors are more than
just experts on substantive law. They
have accurately forecast many of the
questions appearing on past New York
and Mult1state bar examinations. The
faculty ,s composed of prominent
lecturers on New York law. Multistate law
and the New York Bar Exam1nat1on.
The 1982 faculty will include-

A
W

Director Stanley D . Chess . Esq.
Associate Director · Steven R. Rubin . Esq.
Editorial Director. Prof. Richard T Farrell

BAR/BRI offers the widest H1ect1on
of course sites and allows students to
freely switch locations. Anticipated
course localions for 1982 include:
Albany
Ann Arbor
Boston
Brooklyn ·
Buffalo
Charlottesville
Chicago
Durham_
Fore Island
Hempstead
Ithaca
Manhattan
(Mldtown)L1ve /ocalton

Manhattan
(Columbia University
(NY!),Cardozo area)
New Haven
Newark
Philadelpn,a
Queens County
Rochester
Suffolk County
Syracuse
Washington. D.C.
Westchester County

Su,Ie 62

N,_..,.. Yqrk New Ynr~ 10001

? 1;, !,qa.:1696

New York's Number One Bar Review.

See one of these representatives:

Dana Cowan
Ellen Dickes
Paula Feroleto

Orest Bedrij
Ann Demopolis
John Feroleto

Tanya Harvey

Leander Hardaway
Ruth Pollack

Cheryl Possenti
Steven Sheinfeld

Joe Ruh

Richard Roberts

Karen Russ

.
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Carol Cramer
Pat Dooley
Arthur Scott Garfinkel
Judy Hollendar
Christopher Reed
Mark Suzumoto

Rocky D'Aloisio
Mike Dofan
Julia Garver
Lori Mariah
Aldric Reid
Robin Romeo

three professors up for reap
pointment this year: Barbara
Blumenthal, Kathy Carrick and
Betty Mensch . Reappoint
ments occur at the end of the
second year of teaching when
the Committee decides
whether or not to allow the
professor to continue for
another three years or to
discharge him/her at the end of
the term . Reappointments are
a preliminary stage to the
tenure process .
For the nontenured pro
fessor, the trial period runs
from three to six years during
which a capacity for compe
tent teaching and quality
scholarship
must
be
demonstrated . The nontenured
professor's performance dur
ing this probationary period
will be judged by the Law
School 's Probation Tenure
Committee. The Committee is
composed of all tenured facul
ty at the law school and is en
trusted with the difficult task
of evaluating a person in terms
of his/her potential for
substantial contribution to the
intellectual environment of
the law school. As a professor
who is granted tenure will in
most cases be associated with
the law school for the re
mainder of his/her lift!, the
tenure decision affects the
growth and reputation of the
law school twenty or t~irty
years down the road . 'The '
tenure decision is not one
taken lightly by the law school
faculty .
Prior to the decision concer
ning tenure, a faculty visiting
committee composed of three
members of the Promotion and
Tenure Committee will on
several occasions attend the
classes of the professor who is
up for tenure . The visiting com
mittee will make recommenda
tions to the professor concern
ing ways to improve and will
report their evaluations of the
professor's teaching to the Pro
motion and Tenure Commit
tee. Other faculty members,
particularly those who teach in
the same area, will also attena
classes and prepare written
comments . The Promotion and
Tenure Committee also solicits
student input about teaching
ability by the use of SCA TE
·questionnaires answered by
students in each course at the ·
end of the semester and from a
random sampling of students'
letters obtained prior to tenure
deliberations .
Besides a professor's
teaching ability, the faculty
also looks at a professor's abili
ty to produce significant
scholarly work . A professor up
for tenure must provide some
evidence of scholastic
achievement such as law
· review articles, books, journal •
articles, manuscripts, or lec
ture transcripts. A candidate;s
dossier must include at least
two substantial articles or their
equivalents .
Published

cont'd. on page eight
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Cinema Buffs Given Rare Glimpse of Soviet State
by Earl

Pfeffer

Anyone going to see
Moscow Doesn 't Believe in
· Tears expecting a state
sanctioned docu-dama glorify
ing the achievem'e nts of
socialism ' will be surprised, or
even startled .by the film ' s
seeming lack of political con
tent. Likewise, anyone refusing
to take in this movie because
of a belief that any art pr_oduc
ed in the Soviet State is tightly
controlled propaganda devoid
of exgressions of · personal
coflict and growth as well as
social criticism, wiW be deny
ing him/herself qf an oppor
tunity to see a love story of ex
ceptional tenderness, humor,
and insight, which is universal
ly human.
One should go see Moscow
for what it is - an exploration
of personal relationships in a
transforming society.
But perhaps more impor
tantly, one should go see this
film for what it isn 't - it is
lacking the content and form
that one would expect in a film
produced in what we are told
is a totalitarian state.
The movie probably won ' t
change anyone's predetermin
ed view of the quality of life in
the Soviet Union:' after all it is
just a story . But it does point
out the humanity of a people
who our media usually depict
as rigid, frightened, supressed,
dressed in gray, and usually

'

found pushing in long lines at
empty supermarkets .
The film did not .offer the •
usual bleak and regimented
view of the USSR to which
Americans are usuc_1lly treated .
The primarily Russian im
migrant audience warmly ap
plauded the film at its comple
tion. They had found its humor
uplifting, its appeal to emotion
genuine, and its dramas
real istic.
The film has met interna
tional acclaim for its ex
cellence and it received tribute
from the American Academy
tn being awarded the Oscar for
best fa-reign production This
has generated speculation that

the movie was intended only
for viewing outside Russia and
that Soviet film-goers continue
to be treated to the same dull,
gray, socialist-realism in the
theaters at home . Some myths
die hard.
A film made for popular
consumption must address
real social issues, not
fabricated ones that merely
create an illusion of an open
society . So when the film ex
plores such issues as elitism
and privilege within Soviet
society, delinquency among its
youth, the lonl iness afflicting
numerous single urban
dwellers, alcoholism , and the
breakdown·· of traditional

Clean .Air Act Faces Rene\A.,1a/ Battle
by Marc Ganz
The Clean Air Act, the law
which protects the public from
polluted air, faces an uncertain
future in the face of a renewal
battle in both houses of Congress. The Act, first enacted in
1970, expires in September

1982.
The Clean Air Act requires
the fiwironmental Protection
Agency (EPAJ to establish air
quality standards for safe
levels of seven widespread and
harmful air pollutants - carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons,
lead, nitrogen oxide, ozone,
particulates and sulphur dioxide. In .other words, the act has
required that industry control
pollution from its plants and
has also set limits on pollution
from cars. The National Commission on Air Quality
estimates that the Clean Air
Act saves 14,000 lives annually. Also, a recent Harris Poll
shows 84% of those polled
were in favor of a strong Clean
Air Act. .
Hearings on reauthorization
have begun in the Senate Committee on Environmental and
Public Works and the House
Subcommittee on Health and
Environment, and debate may
continue through the fall.
Large corporations have
donated over $1,000,000 to
current members of the two
committees responsible for
Clean Air Act reauthorization.
Nearly half of the campaign
contributions were contributed by corporations which
the EPA says are in violation of

' I

, ',

emission limits set under the
act. According to a recent
Common Cause study, Clean
Air Act violators in the steel in
dustry accounted for 98% of
the corporate contributions; in
the forest products industry,
violators accounted for 91 %
of the contributions; in the
chemical industry, violators
ac·counted for 82% of the con
· tributions . Individually, the
National Automotive Dealers
Association
gave
over
$100,000 to Congress members
and Dow Chemical Company
contributed- over $30,000 to
friends in Congress.
Who are these friendly con
gress members? Represen
tative Clive Benedict (R.-W.
Va.) received over $50,000 last
year from special interest
groups intent on weakening
the Clean Air Act. Rep. Phil
Gramm (D .-Texas) received
$49,000; Senator James Ador
(R. - S. Dakota) received
$185,000 and Senator Steven
Symms is in receipt of
$183,000, all from corporations
with an interest in gutting the
Clear Air Act. These contribu
tions will lend acrimony to the
Clean Air Act debate.
In debating the Clean Air
Act reauthorization, Congress
will ultimately address these
areas:
-Acid Rain: Formed when
sulphur dioxide and nitrogen
dioxide mix with rain, sleet or
snow, acid rain has left more
than 100 lakes in New York
State fishless and has damaged
forest and crop lands in the
northeast and in Canada. The

• •• ,.. ••
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Act presently doesn 't . provide
for answers to the acid rain
problem . The EPA recently set
standards for acid rain pollu
tion from new plants. 'However
the existing plants continue to
emit substantial quantities of
pollutants which combine to
form acid rain . Congress will
be asked to set strict limits for
the mid-west power plant' s
pollutants.
- Fine Particulates : Congress
will be asked by environmen
talists to control to a greater
extent small particl~s contain
ing large amounts of toxic
chemicals . This will be resisted
by industry though.
-Cost-Benefit Analysis : Cur
rently the Clean Air Act does
not take into account costs to
comply with the program .
President Reagan has in
dicated that he prefers am
mending the act to include a
cost-benefit analysis of all
regulations, under which the
EPA would have to prove that
the benefit.s of clean air to
society exceed the cost to in
dustry of compliance. Rep.
Henry Waxman, Chair of the
House Subcommittee on
Health and Environment
recently stated that the stan
dards should be based on pro
tecting the public health, and
not on extraneous factors. "We
can't say the costs are so great
that we can't care about
heaith of the old or those who
have lung disease and are par
tic u I a rl y _susceptible to
adverse reactions from pollu
tion."

cont'd. on page eight

systems of support on which from a factory machinist to
people had formerly relied, it become its director. But even
points to the fact that debate in the "workers' state,"
in Russia is more open than achievement and advance
Americans generally believe.
ment in the name of socialism
It would be strange indeed if leaves something to be
a society which explored the · desired: our heroine still re
freedom of personal growth quire~ the support, companion
and expression in its films ship, and intimacy of a lover.
denied that very freedom to This proves to be no easy task.
There seems to be no shor
the theater-going public. If the
prevailing American view that tage of .men eager to avail
Soviet citizens lead their lives themselves of the sexual
in dull conformity to the freedom that accompanies the
state's vice-like command 1s a mass urbanization (yes, even in
true one, and that Russian Russia). But at the same time
debate is in fact everywhere there appear to be all too few
stifled by an omnipresent men who can blend the
police force, then this film is strength and tenderness, the
an anomalous creature. One playfulness and . devotion to
viewing alone is likely to work which is demanded by a
stimulate discussion and woman who wants a tradi
criticism of many aspects of tional man in a non-traditional
Soviet society, and would relationship. When she fi _n ally· ·
necessarily prec lude its being meets him , one "Gosha, " she
shown there at all.
tells him she · has waited 20
The story itself requires little years to meet him .
Some reviewers have likenexplication . Initially set in
1958, the drama is concluded ed Moscow to 'the American
around
1975 . Whereas film An Unmarried Woman.
American film characters Perhaps . But Moscow- is a
often develop and grow within much deeper and more fulfill
a matter of days or weeks, the ing movie. Certainly Gosha,
premise of Moscow seems to with his captivating blend of
be that personal adjustments macho-sensitivity is a more
to changed conditions are c omplex and intriguing
nece$sarily slow, and often character than was Alan Bates'
Soho artist.
· painful.
The story centers around the
One can only hope that a
lives of three country women growing exchange of films bet
who come to Moscow in the ween the Soviet Union and the
fifties because of the oppor- ' United States will contribute
tunities it promises for getting to renewed detente in the near
work, acquiring an education, future. Such a notion may
and most of all, finding men .
seem farfetch-ed . But in viewEach woman's different per- ing films about Soviet people
sonality, ambition, and luck and seeing the crises, dreams,
leads to a very different set of and humanity which they share
circumstances . All are not with us, we, Americans will
blessed with good fortune, and perhaps grow a little less
the charades of youth create disposed toward gearing the
greater part of our national
the dilemmas of maturity.
The story unfolds itself, resources and productivity focusing particularly on the toward our mutual destruc
life of Katyrina, who through tion . We have waited 30 years
hard work and study advances for this film .
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Vegetarian Restaurant Promises Dining Experience
by Amy Ruth Tobol

After several months of
munching out on Greek salads,
bean burritos, and mushroom
and cheese pizzas until they
were coming out of my ears, I
was more than ready to gorge
myself on the organically
correct fare of Greenfield
Street Restuarant . The
restaurant, as it is fondly call
ed, had been closed since
December 1980 due to finan
cial difficulties, as well as a
turnover of
collective
members. The restaurant is
collectively owned and run,
which, though it sometimes
makes for difficultly reaching
consensus, has been very suc
cessful as an alternative to the
1Jsual one owner restauarant
What makes the restaurant a
welcome change from other
more traditionally run
restaurants is that the workers
at the restaurant are involved
with the entire operation, and
there is more of a sense of
commitment to the restaurant

- a sense that the restaurant's
success will affect all of the
people employed there. Conse
quently, there is a very obvious
desire on the part of the
servers and other workers to
make the meal an enjoyable
one . There is also the feeling
that the restaurant is a very
special place the first
vegetarian restaurant in Buf
falo, as well as a place where
part of the meal is running into
people you know .
The restaurant has been
significantly renovated, which
creates a somewhat different
atmosphere than that of the
-·former restaurant. Originally,
the restaurant operated
somewhat like a cafeteria. You
placed your order with the
cashier, and waited for your
name to be called at which
time you · went up to the
counter to receive your food .
Certainly that caused some dif
ficulty, especially when twenty
Janes fought over their
spaghetti and tofuballs .
Nonetheless, it was a homey

atmosphere. The kitchen also
had been open so that one
could watch the food prepara
tion and now the kitchen has
been blocked off, and
waitresses and waiters bring
the food to the table. I suppose
many people might prefer this
more traditional method of
eating at a restaurant, but I
miss the mad dash to the
counter. At least I got some ex
ercise that way .
The renovations have suc
ceeded in toning down the
restaurant's atmosphere - the
restaurant is a quieter place,
there is not quite the frenetic
activity of the former arrange
ment. Quite honestly, the new
structure did not help me
digest my macroburger more
easily, but there is something
to be said for being able to eat
without twenty people encircl
ing the table waiting to give
the cashier their orders .
What is perhaps most
noticeable about . the new
restaurant is the disap
pearance of the community

bulletin board . The board of
fered the community a space
to advertise upcoming events,
as well as create the opportuni
ty for local people to share
skills, apartments, rides to
Alaska, etc . through posted
notices. The restaurant could
serve its community better if it
were to continue the com
munity board. There are few
other places in the city which
are frequently visited as the
restaurant and which could
serve as a central location for
the sharing of information.
So - on to the food. The
food has not changed
drastically, though the menu
has Ileen significantly shorten
ed . The macroburgers continue
to be wonderful. And the
always available minestrone
soup is terrific - thick with
beans, vegetables and pasta,
seasoned with cayenne (There
were moments when I could've
sworn it was chili.). My dinner
companion ordered the quiche
of the day (tomato) which

came with a marinated salad.
Both were quite good, though
the portions were small, and if
you like your quiche hot, you'll
have to ask . I never heard of
luke-warm/cold quiche as a
meal, but then what do I
know? I'm the one that likes to
smear peanut butter on
cucumbers, and put raisins in
my scrambled eggs .
On weekend nights, the
restaurant serves dinner
specials, and offers brunch on
Saturday and Sunday. One
welcome change is the late
night hours and snack menu
which inlcudes a formidable
list of coffees and teas. ·
Though the restaurant is not
quite what it used to be (a little
too laid back for my tastes), it
continues to be one of the bet
ter restaurants in Buffalo,
especially because the food is
wholesome and nutritious. The
cooks, the waitresses and
waiters, and the dishwashers
take great pride in their
restaurant.
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Offers Trivia .Test
by Rick Roberts •

1 . How many words does the
full name of the law school
have?
2. Which room has the third
largest seating capacity?
3. Which professor has the
longest hair?
4. Name the four officers of
the Student Bar Association .
5. What is Dean Headrick's
secretary's name?
6. Full name, you sexist!
7. What is on the seventh floor
of the library?
8. When did O'Brian Hall
open?
9. Which two librarians are
currently firs·t year students?
10. When was the law school
found?
11 . Which U .B. law professor
represented the plaintiff in
Goldberg v. Kelly?
12 . What is Dean Thomas
Headrick's middle name?
13. What does "HANALSA"
stand for?
14. Who is the editor of the
Opinion (without looking!)?
15 . What is Dean Greiner?
16. What is the law prohibiting
your first born from having in
digestion for 21 years?
Answers

1. 12: State University of New
York at Buffalo Faculty of Law
and Jurisprudence (1 point)
2. No, none of the carrels.
Room 112 - the "Purple Pit,"
after the Moot Court Room
and 106 (1 point)
3. Janet ~indgren (1 point for
the correct answer; ½ point if
you guessed Al Katz)
4 .President: Robin Romeo;
Vice President: Joe McBride;
Treasurer:
Sara
Hunt;
Secretary: Mark Reisman (1
point for each)
·
5. Cleo (1 point)
6. Cleo Jubulis (3 points)
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Rick Roberts riot!!

Photo by frank Bolz
A one-man latt

7. Chairs, tables, and the
records and briefs of most New
York Court of Appeals cases
from 1850 to 1962 and Ap
pel late Division cases from
1944 to 1979 (2 points if you
knew only NY stuff was kept
there)
8 . 1973 (1 point)
9. Karen Spencer and Nina
Cascio (1 point for each)
10. It was never lost. It was
founded, however, in 1887. (1
point if you caught the gram
matical boo-boo, 3 points for
the answer)
11 . Lee A. Albert (1 point)
12 . Edward (1 point)
13 . Hispanic, Asian , and
Native American Law Student
Associaiton (2 points, but give
yourself one if you only missed
" Asian")
14. Ralph Peters (1 point, but
minus one if he's your friend)
15 . Irish, and a nice guy (1
point for any answer)
16. The Rule Against Burpe
tuities (5 points)
Scoring

0-3: Tell people you're pre-law.
4-6: First year: not bad; Up
perclass: no excuse.

7-9: Now we're talking proudly.
10-12: Impressive!
13-16: There's more to Iife than
law school, you know.
Over 16: See a doctor, fast.

Fellowship Offered .
The 'National Association of
Broadcasters is c1:1rrently seek
ing appli,=ations for its Legal
Fellowship Program. The pro
gram, commencing September
1982, is open to all graduating
or recently graduated minority
law students who have
demonstrated interest in com
munications law.
\ The selected student will
partidpate in rulemaking pro
ceedings, draft briefs for ap
pellate review, assist the NAB
Government Relations Depart
ment in its activities before
Congress and become involved
with the federal regulatory
process.
At the end of the program,

\

the NAB will assist the appli
cant in acquiring employment
with the federal · government,
the communications bar, a
broadcast station, a network,
or any other related activity in
the communications industry.
The annual salary for the
one year fellowship is $21 ;500.
It is not necessary for the ap
plicant to have taken or passed
the bar exam prior to applying.
Resumes, postmarked . no
later than November 15, 1981,
should be mailed to Erwin G.
Krasnow, Esq., Senior Vice
President and General
Counsel, National Association
of Broadcasters1 1771 N Street
N.Y., Washington. D.C. 20036 .

A Warning To Incompetents
The New York State Bar
Association's Committee on
Professional Discipline, in a
report issued earlier this
month, said that during 1980,
court-appointed professional
discipline committees issued
389 letters of caution, admoni
tion, and reprimarid to lawyers
who had commited infractions
of the Code of Professional
Responsibility.
' In addition, the report show
ed that the courts disbarred 25
lawyers in New York State for
violations of professional con
duct, and also accepted the
resignation of seven lawyers,

suspended 21 from practicing
law for specified periods, and
publicly censured seven
others.
Inquiries from the public
about attorneys' conduct total
ed 6,733 in 1980, according to
the report, of which 1,561 did
not indicate any basis for ac
tion .
Harold M. Halpern of Buf
falo, the current Committee
chairman, pointed out that
lack of communication bet
ween lawyer and client is still
one of the main complaints
received by grievance commit
tees . Each inquiry, he added,

Sure-Fire Ticket To Wall Street
LEGAL EDUCATION
State University of New York at Buffalo
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence
Buffalo, New York 14260

regardless of its nature, is in
vestigated to make certain that
lines of communication bet
ween lawyer and client are
reestablished and mainta"ined.
Halpern pointed out that the
Professional Discipline Com
mittee has unanimously gone
on record in favor of an
amendment to sec;tion 90 of
the New York State Judiciary
Law to eliminate confidentiali
ty of formal disciplinary pro
ceedings against attorneys,
once there has been a
preliminary determination of
probable cause justifying the
proceedings. He said that the
committee is preparing a
report for submission to the
NYSBA's House of Delegates
for its consideration.
Halpern said that, "the
adoption of such an amend'.?
ment would enhance public
awareness of the serious man
ner in which the bar treats mat
ters of legal misconduct."

J.D. expected May 1982.

aass Rank: 10%
Honors Grades~ would have been appreciated in the following courses. Corporations; Enterprise
Organizations; E\lidenc;:e; Torts; Contracts; Federal Tax II; Constitutional taw I; Constitutional La~U;
Constitutional Law IV (seminar ·on Pres"idential Powers); Constitutional Law XXIX (research sem111ar
on Lockhart, p. 429, note 3, par. iv vi or Gunth~r, p. 633, sec. B, line 4,·3rd word in.); Commercial
Paper; Legal Profession IU; The Legal Implications of The William Tell Overture (seminar).
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HONORS AND ACTIVITIES:

N

1

Buffalo-Law·Re¥iew
_
.
Received defective complimentary copy of Vol. 28, Number 1.

I

Chules S. Desmond Moot Court Competition - Finals
Sat in third row and att~!'.lded free cocktail party following the arguments.

0
N

Qarles S. Desmond Moot Court Competition - Best Briefs
Accidentally revealed during post-banquet party.
Buffalo 1.eafslat.ion Pr9iect
.
Tried to-slice BLP's budget to facilitate more ~ideotaping of SkA meetings.

DEAD
LINE

Buffalo Consum• Mediation Servic:e
Elicited their aid in dispute with Echo II over defective bong.

Buffalo Lepl Aid (alnlc)
.
Former freq~ent (and well-liked) client.

Sea Grant Fellow
,_ Spent several hours in law library searching for anything published by one.

TUES.

Student Bar Assbeiation
.
former president - resigned (or personal and compelling reasons (e.g. membership on law review,
important long-distance phone calls)

OCT.
27

Resean::h and Writing Instructor
Couldn't.believe it when .mine got a raise.
Law School J ournallsm - The Opinion
Read every other Tl\tJrsday.
LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE

12
NOON

Philledap, Lyres, Hafcrocked, Blinde, and Hubris
Buffalo, New York
.
·
Received personalized form letter signed by an associate's personal secretary offering to return
my resume {C.O.D.) .
Jaeckle, Fleischmann, and Musel
E
Buffalo, New York
Received ratinss of "qualified" from a senior partner in areas of Future Interests and state

Plannin1.
'
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Resident Sports Expert Mou rns_Basebal I's Changes

1 --

by, Steven Getzoff

Many may wonder what lies
in store for baseball in years to
come. Perhaps the answer can
best be illustrated by a brief
journey into the future. The
-year is 1997. .A father and his
son
are
touring
the
Cooperstown Hall of Fame . All
things are as they will be then,
only We Are There.

Son : Dad, who's that? What did
he do?
Dad: That's Don Money. He
was the last ballplayer to lay
down a sacrifice bunt.
Son: Dad, what's a bunt ?
Dad: A bunt was when a batter
gave up a chance to hit a home
run to move the runner into
scoring position .
Son : Why don' t they bunt
anymore?
Dad: Well, playf:!rs were com
plaining that they were being
asked to bunt, and their home
run and RBI statistics were suf
fering : They claimed that this
hurt their bargaining posiiton
when they became "free agents,
so after a long strike, the
league agreed to outlaw it.
Son : Dad , who ' s that man?
Dad: That is Bob Lemon . He
was the last man to manage
, the Yankees .
'so n: I didn ' t realize the
Yankees ever had managers : I
thought George Steinbrenner
owned the team .
Dad: He does, but they used to
have managers . Not that
George didn't run the show,
but he was required to have a
manager in the dugout, for TV
appearances, I think . Besides
he needed someone to fire

when the Yankees didn't win .
Son: Who does he fire now?
Dad: Once after losing the
Series to the Phillies, he tried
to fire their usherettes, but the
networks threatened to break
.their TV contracts and not
focus on him between pitches
anymore.
Son:Was this man a manager
too?
Dad: Sure . That' s Joe Torre. He
managed the Mets for four
years, back when most teams
had managers.
Son: How did he stay so long?
Dad:Wel_l, they wanted to fire
him, but he was so quiet, no
one was really quite sure who
he was .
Son : What did managers do?
Dad: Well, they used to decide
who would play what position
and the batting order. Of
course, today, most of these
details are covered in the
players' contracts, so there was
no longer a need for them .
(Organ music) . . Thus was the
fate of the baseball manager.
Rule changes and clauses in
players' contracts made
strategy decisions obsolete,
and eventually they began to
disappear. There were stories
told of strange knocks on the
door in the middle of the night
and managers hauled off in ar
mored bullpen carts .
A few purists remained,
longing for the game they once
knew . The more outspoken
ones were rounded up and exil
ed to a large parking lot out
side Forbes Field in Pittsburgh .
Yet they still clung to their
dream . One day they might be
rewarded and see good old
fashioned baseball - not here
of course, but
in the
twilight zone .

As we leave the time tunnel
and return to the present, we
find that the fund-raising
round of the playoffs is over. If
the owners were disappointed
with attendance in some cities,
they certainly could not com
plain about the quality of play
or the excitement.
Initially all the series looked

Clean Air Act ...

cont'd, from page five

-Enforcement: Congress is ask Congress to amend the law
being asked to allocate more
funds for enforcing the Clean
Air Act. However, President
Reagan prefers to delegate
authority in this area to the
states, a viewpoint that is hotly
opposed by environmental
groups.

- Mobile Standards : The
auto industry will lobby for
relaxed pre-testing of new
automobiles for emission stan'ards, In addition, the industry
wants to increase allowable
limits for nitrogen and carbon
monoxide. Congress will be
hard pressed to make severe
changes, as a recent report for
Congress shows a 90% drop in
4 automobile pollution as a
result of catalytic converters .

-Health Standards: The
Reagan administration plans to

like they could be three game
sweeps, but only Oakland had
it as easily as that. The
Dodgers were the first team to
win a five game series after los
ing the first · two, and the
Yankees received a bit of a
scare from the Brewers and
some harassment from Stein
brenner before Reggie got it
going in the fifth game. Mon
treal scared its own fans after
Philadelphia evened its 2-0 ad
vantage by winning games
three and four, but in game
five Steve Rogers out-pitched
and out-hit the Phillies to make
the Expos the first Canadian ·
team to make the league
championship playoffs .

The hockey season is under
way, and thus far little has
changed. The Sabres retain the
uniqu·e · ability to look
awesome one night, and as lost
as college freshmen at orienta
tion the next night. To be fair,
they're in the midst of losing a
war of attrition at the center
position, and if things don' t
change, they'll have to trade
for centers in bulk .
Even a solid performance by
Buffalo did not atone for the
disgraceful treatment of the
Sabre fans this year. Obviously
a bit dissatisfied with season
ticket sales , m a-nagement
decided to make up for lost
revenue by extorting $50 from
any fan who wishes to see most
of the home or road games on
TV . It' s unfortunate that the
NHL is powerless to impose
severe sanctions on the team
for such conduct.
Returning to teams who
prefer 't o go public, the
Islanders looked positively
dominating in their opener
against L.A., a team still suffer
ing from a trouncing at the
hands of the Rangers in last
year's playoffs .
Olympic .hero Herb Brooks
has the Ran\ ers skating circles
around themselves, looking
more and more l_ike a Chinese
fire drill each game. The
Rangers were loose enough on
defense last year without hav
ing to do figure eights at center
ice. When they did win it was
with good hard-nosed close
checking hockey, and with
each player always in the right
position . If Brooks doesn't
learn how games are won in

to remove deadlines for com
pliance with health standards
in urban areas . This will effec
tively eliminate industry wor
ries about compliance with
health standards, and is certain
to face an uncertain future in
Congress.
manuscripts and completed
From what we can see, Con- but unpublished manuscripts
gress has much .to debate in , which are submitted for Com
the year ahead . Lobbyists will mittee consideration are
buttonhole the Senators and reviewed by noted scholars in
Representatives on both sides the field . The Promotion and
of the aisle in search of the Tenure Committee places a lot
perfect compromise. We'll see of emphasis on scholarship
a Clean Air Act next year, and · because scholarly work ad
perhaps for many years to vances the legal education of
come. Yet, what health stan- the legal profession.at large by
dards will be in effect, "how the providing new insights, ap
law will be enforced, and real- proaches and methodology to
ly how well each of us will an old but frequentl y
breathe may well be decided misunderstood subject matter.
in the next Congressional sesFinally, the Committee
sion.
meets to decide whether or not

the NHL, there will be an open
ing at head coach (see Job
Book " R," batch submission
only).

The last of the winter sports
to get underway is basketball.
The NBA East features three
dominating teams, Boston,
Philly and Milwaukee each
one a shade better than the
next. If the Bucks can ' t sign
Marques Johnson (which they
probably can ' t; without
Federal aid) they could have
problems, however . The
primary difference is in depth
at the center position . The
Celtics enjoy the services of
Kevin McHale and Rick Robey,
which allows Bird and Parrish
to be a bit more aggressive and
less concerned with fouling
out.
The remaining playoff teams
in the east should be as
follows : The Knicks, who still
lack a power forward, and a
complete ce.nter, but can run
most of the lesser teams off
the court; Chicago, with an ag
gressive Gilmore, and good
depth at forward with Kenon;
and Indiana with Billy Knight,
even though they lost James
Edwards to free agency.
Cleveland signed every free
agent in sight including Ed
wards, James Silas and Scott
Wedman and have Mitchell,
who averaged 30 a game for
them last year, but all four can
not share the same ball con
tentedly . The Nets are two
years away from domination if
King, Williams, Legarda and _
O'Koren come around as ex
pected . Imagine, the first all
ACC team in the NBA.

who will have to rely even
more on Gervin this year,
Portland, who is always well
disciplined under Jack
Ramsey, and Golden State
with Bernard King and Short
providing the fire power.

The Bil Is li1!ve finally over
come the ABC jinx, against
none other than the suddenly
suspect Miami Dolphins . After
hearing the post-game reports,
though, tliey might have to
order a shipment of spare
knees in order to field il"'team
next week . The Jets are making
it easy for Todd, by providing
him with a superb ground at
tack, and a league leading 25
sacks . If it continues, the Bills
may be glad that the Jets
didn' t go for the win in Miami
the other week .
The giants overcame a
dreadul performance against
the Packers to trounce the Car
di na Is, holding long time
nemesis Mel Gary to 18 yards.
Carpenter gives the Giants
their first real running threat
since Ron Johnson, as the
Giants at one point scored on
five consecutvie possessions
against the Cardinal defense.
The biggest difference this
season thus far has been the
ability of NFC teams to hold
their own in interconference
games . Minnesota pulled out a
thriller in San Diego last week,
while Detroit shut out the
world - and - AFC
champs
Oakland ·not long ago. Even
the Losses have been surpris
ingly close (such as Detroit's to
the Broncos or Chargers). By
the time Oakland scores again,
we'~ all have full-time jobs on
Parl< Avenue .

In the West, the Lakers
should return to supremacy.
Last year they had a harder
time adjusting to Magic 's
Finally, this week 's malprac
return than to his absence, but
barring the unspeakable, tice suits are against (1) the
they' ll be up there along with Miami secondary, beaten · at
Phoenix, another unsuspecting least six imes on the identical
victim in last year's playoffs . _pass pattern leading to three of
Houston finally showed some the Bills touchdowns; and (2)
balance, which got them into to the AL championship series
the finals . Robert Reed is a umpiring crew, who in game
force to be reckoned with in one called three Yankee run
side the lane, and Dunleavy ners out at three different
was pulled out of law school bases when replays clearly in
last year and adds some stabili dicated that all were safe. If
ty to a freelance backcourt.
this is the league' s best, then
Rounding out the playoff baseball is in more trouble
picture, we have San Antonio, than I thought.

Ins And Outs ...

cont'd. from page four

to grant an individual pro ·tries not to focus on any one
fessor tenure . The faculty character flaw of the professor
members have been supplied up for tenure but instead to
with all the candidate '. s consider the whole person in
materials at least one month determining _his/her future
prior to the meeting and must worth to the law school.
Whether the Committee
be present to vote . They try to
arrive at the tenure decision in made the "right" decision in
the course of a discussion any individual case is
much like a jury in chambers. debatable but moot. The ver
Tenure as administered at dict will be passed on the suc
the law school strives to be a cess of the tenure process by
tough but fair procedure. The the generations of law students
law school lays out their stan that come after us who will
dards so the professors know in choose whether or not to enter
advance what is expected of this law school based on the
them . Also, the Committee caliber of its faculty.

I.

